This is our car show display template in Microsoft Word which you can customize for your vehicle
when it's on display at our car shows. If you double click on the Word Art above the picture, you can
change it to the year, make and model of your own vehicle. If you wish, you can also change the color
of the Word Art to match the color of your vehicle. In the example above we included yellow text that
is a close match to the color of the Saleen S7. You can customize the template however you want, to
make this display sheet your own.
In this text box write a good description of your vehicle. You can use Wikipedia as a starting point for
any information you may need. Here's an example of a brief description.
The Saleen S7 is a limited-production, high-performance American supercar. The chassis is a space
frame derived design consisting of 4130 lightweight steel and aluminum honeycomb composite
reinforcing panels. The S7 weighs a mere 2750 pounds and is powered by a twin-turbo Ford V8 that
puts out 750 horsepower. Performance ratings are quite impressive with a zero to 60 mile per hour
time of 2.8 seconds and a top speed of 248 mph.
You can shrink or enlarge the text to any size or style you want. The same applies to the line spacing
which you can increase or decrease depending upon how much text you have. Pick a font style that is
easy to read. You can use any picture of your vehicle and size or crop to fit. The picture can be placed
above or below your descriptive text and you can even add a logo, as we’ve done with the Saleen logo
placed over the picture above. Then add your name in the space provided below. When you're finished,
print your completed description sheet and tape it to one of the side windows on your vehicle.
This vehicle is owned by:
TYPE YOUR NAME HERE

